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Abstract - This paper describes an algorithm for

associating and fusing multipath tracks in over-the-

horizon radar (OTHR). The algorithm extends ear-

lier work by using a model based approach to in-

corporate track history in its computation of as-

sociation probabilities and fused estimate calcula-

tions, thus exploiting temporal as well as spatial re-

lationships. The algorithm can be easily extended

to achieve asynchronous fusion of non-OTHR tracks

(e.g. microwave radar or GPS) with the multipath

OTHR tracks.
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1 Introduction

In skywave over-the-horizon radar (OTHR), iono-
spheric refraction of HF signals is exploited to detect
and track targets well beyond the line-of-sight horizon,
thus providing surveillance over much larger areas than
is possible with conventional ground based microwave
radar. Unfortunately, ionospheric propagation condi-
tions are usually such that several propagation paths
between the target and the radar site exist, thus giving
multiple resolved detections for a single target.

Current practice is for OTHR tracking to be im-
plemented in radar coordinates (group range, group

range rate, apparent azimuth and apparent azimuth

rate), with the major reason being to limit computa-
tional requirements. The result is that when multipath
propagation conditions exist, multiple radar tracks are
formed for each target. In situations where there is
an unknown number of targets, the challenge is then
to correctly associate radar tracks with targets and to
subsequently estimate target locations in ground coor-
dinates by fusing associated radar track data. Many
plausible track-to-target associations may exist, so the
association ambiguity must be resolved.

There have been several research e�orts investigat-
ing the association and fusion of multipath OTHR
tracks which have been reported in the literature [1],
[2], [3], [4] as well as an approach which directly per-
forms tracking of a target in ground coordinates using
multipath detections in the presence of clutter [5]. In
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references [6] and [7] a multipath track fusion (MPTF)
algorithm is described. In the MPTF approach, all
track-to-target association hypotheses are recursively
constructed, the probability of each hypothesis is cal-
culated and the fused target states within each hy-
pothesis are evaluated. The algorithm described in [6]
and [7] treats each track update independently, which
results in instantaneous estimate fusion without tak-
ing into account track history. This paper describes
a major extension of the MPTF approach, which en-
ables temporal as well as spatial track behaviour to be
accounted for during the association and fusion pro-
cesses. The approach that this paper describes also
enables asynchronous fusion of tracks thus providing a
simple method of incorporating non-OTHR tracks (e.g.
microwave radar or GPS, which are not synchronized
to the OTHR) in a single fusion process.

In Section 2, an outline of the earlier \static" MPTF
algorithm [6], [7] is given in order to introduce the ter-
minology and theory which this paper extends. Sec-
tion 3 presents the new dynamic multipath track fusion
(DMPTF) algorithm. Section 4 summarizes the im-
plementation and preliminary performance assessment
that has been made, and Section 5 gives conclusions
and outlines future work that is envisaged.

2 Static Multipath Track Fusion

The static MPTF algorithm [6], [7] generates associa-
tion hypotheses by recursively constructing a hypoth-

esis tree at each update of the tracks. Key points to
note are that the tracks must be updated simultane-
ously and each update is treated independently by the
MPTF algorithm. Each path through the tree corre-
sponds to a unique association of radar tracks with tar-
gets and available propagation paths. The algorithm
evaluates the probability of each hypothesis and com-
putes estimates of the target states within each hy-
pothesis. This section introduces terminology and key
equations of the static MPTF algorithm; a detailed de-
scription of the static algorithm is given in references
[6] and [7].

Consider a collection of tracks � j ; j = 1; :::; J in
radar coordinates at update (time) k = 0. The J tracks
are represented by the estimates  j(0); j = 1; :::; J .
Given prior information on the propagation path trans-
formations from radar to ground coordinates [6], the
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Figure 1: Path independent hypothesis tree for three
tracks.

corresponding estimates in ground coordinates y
mj

j (0)

and their covariances P
mj

j (0) can be calculated for each
possible propagation path mj . Using this information,
the hypothesis tree for the J tracks is created recur-
sively, starting from the root and building the tree by
considering one track estimate  j (0) at a time until
all the estimates have been processed. Note that for
the remainder of this section the time index, (0); is not
written, for the sake of brevity.

To begin, let �n1n2:::nK denote the path independent

hypothesis that � j is associated with target nj ; j =
1; 2; :::;K; K � J . Assuming that there are no false
tracks, the values that nj can take lie in the set�
1; 2; :::; Bn1::nj�1

	
, where Bn1:::nj is the number of

path independent hypotheses that originate from hy-
pothesis �n1:::nj . Then let �m1m2:::mK

n1n2:::nK denote the path
dependent hypothesis that � j is associated with target
nj and propagation path mj ; j = 1; 2; :::;K; K � J .
The values that can be taken by nj are as before, and
mj lies in the set f1; 2; :::;Mjg where Mj is the num-
ber of propagation paths associated with  j . If it is
assumed that no two resolved ground tracks that are
due to the same target can be associated with the same
propagation path, then the values that mj can take lie
in the set f1; 2; :::;Mjg nSj where Sj =fmj jmj = mj�1

if nj = nj�1; mj = mj�2 if nj = nj�2,:::, mj = m1 if
nj = n1g. This assumption is made for the remainder
of the paper.

Figure 1 shows a path-independent hypothesis tree
for a cluster of three tracks (J = 3). The �rst track is
assigned to target t1 yielding hypothesis �1. The sec-
ond track can be due to the �rst target, t1, or a second
target, t2, giving the set of hypotheses f�11; �12g. If
the �rst two tracks were due to target t1, the third
track could be due to t1 or could be due to a new
target t2, giving the hypotheses f�111; �112g. If the
�rst two tracks are due to two di�erent targets, that
is t1 and t2 respectively, then the third track can be
due to either t1, t2 or a new target t3 giving the
hypotheses f�121; �122; �123g. Thus for three tracks
there are �ve possible path independent hypotheses
f�111; �112; �121; �122; �123g.

Each path-independent hypothesis �n1;::;nJ cor-
responds to a set of path-dependent hypotheses
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Figure 2: Path dependent hypotheses corresponding
to path �1 ! �12 ! �121 of the path independent
hypothesis tree.
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�m1;::;mJ

n1;::;nJ

	
. The relationship between path-dependent

and path-independent hypotheses can be illustrated
using the previous example of a cluster of J = 3 radar
tracks and letting the number of propagation paths
be Mj = 2. Consider the sequence of hypotheses,
�1 ! �12 ! �121, in the path independent hypothe-
sis tree of Figure 1. This sequence can be decomposed
into the path dependent hypotheses shown in Figure 2.

Consider the creation of the hypothesis tree and cal-
culation of the hypothesis probabilities and fused es-
timates in the general case. From the �rst estimate,
 1, the propagation path transformations can be used
to calculate ym1

1 and its covariance Pm1

1 for each prop-
agation path m1 = 1; ::;M1. Under the assumption
that there are no false tracks, there is only one target
association possible, namely target 1. The probability
of each of the path dependent hypotheses is then:

P f�m1

1 j 1 g = �m1

1 (1)

where �
mj

j , P
�
�
mj

j

	
and �

mj

j denotes the event that
track � j is propagating via propagation path mj . The
�
mj

j are prior probabilities which are estimated using
physical measurements of the ionosphere.

For each subsequent estimate,  j ; j = 2; ::; J , the
following recursive equation for calculating the proba-
bility of �m1::mK

n1::nK from �m1::mK�1

n1::nK�1
can be derived:

P
�
�m1::mK

n1::nK

��	K
	
=

�mK

K �mK

K P
n
�m1::mK�1

n1::nK�1

��	K�1
o

Bn1::nK�1P
�nK=1

MKP
�mK=1;
�mK =2SK

� �mK

K � �mK

K

(2)

where

�mK

K , p
�
ymK

K

��ym1

1 ; ::; y
mK�1

K�1 ; �m1::mK

n1::nK

�

� �mK

K , p
�
y �mK

K

���ym1

1 ; ::; y
mK�1

K�1 ; �
m1::mK�1 �mK

n1::nK�1�nK

�

and 	K ,  1; ::;  K
If nK 6= nj for all j = 1; ::;K � 1; that is  K

represents a new target, there is no prior information



regarding the state of ymK

K . Hence the likelihood, �mK

K ,
is given by:

�mK

K =
1

V
(3)

where V is the \volume" in state space in which the
target may be.

If nK = nj for one or more of j = 1; ::;K � 1, then
 K represents the same target as at least one previ-
ously hypothesized target. In this case the new infor-
mation contained in  j must be fused with the previ-
ous estimates. Assume that the hypothesis �m1::mK�1

n1::nK�1

is associated with T targets, 1 � T � K � 1, that the
target corresponding to the track �K is ti; 1 � i � T ,
and that prior to considering ymK

K there have been h
track estimates associated with target ti for the current
time instant. Let the previous estimate of the state of
target ti be �xhi and its covariance �P h

i . Since it is as-
sumed that ymK

K (with covariance PmK

K ) is from target
ti the best prediction (the expected value) of ymK

K is:

E
�
ymK

K

��ym1

1 ; ::; y
mK�1

K�1 ; �m1::mK

n1::nK

	
= �xhi

The covariance of
�
ymK

K � �xhi
�
is:

TmK

K = �P h
i � P hmK

iK � PmKh
Ki + PmK

K (4)

where �P h
i = E

n
~xhi
�
~xhi
�0o

, PmK

K = E
�
~ymK

K (~ymK

K )
0
	
,

P hmK

iK = E
�
~xhi (~y

mK

K )
0
	
and PmKh

Ki = E
n
~ymK

K

�
~xhi
�0o

,

~xhi = xi� �xhi , ~y
mK

K = xi� y
mK

K and xi is the true state
of target ti.

The likelihood of ymK

K (assuming a Gaussian distri-
bution) is then given by:

�mK

K = j2�TmK

K j
�

1

2 e

h
�

1

2 (�
mK
K )0(TmKK )�1

�
mK
K

i
(5)

where

�mK

K ,
�
ymK

K � �xhi
�

Using the fundamental equations of linear estimation
[8] and following the approach shown in Sections 8.3.3
and 8.4.4 of reference [9], the resulting fusion equations
are:

�xh+1i = �xhi +
�
�P h
i � P hmK

iK

�
(TmK

K )
�1
�mK

K (6)

�P h+1
i = �P h

i �
�
�P h
i � P hmK

iK

�
(TmK

K )
�1
�
�P h
i � PmKh

Ki

�

(7)

As described above, the static MPTF algorithm
computes the association probabilities and performs
fusion for every possible combination of target and
propagation path association. Unfortunately, for the
numbers of tracks and propagation paths found in
practice, the algorithm cannot be implemented with-
out some form of hypothesis pruning. An eÆcient al-
gorithm for performing recursive pruning of the MPTF
hypothesis tree has been developed and is described in
reference [10].

3 Dynamic Multipath Track Fu-

sion

In the static MPTF algorithm, the procedure for up-
date k = 0 is simply repeated for all subsequent up-
dates (k = 1; 2; 3; :::), with each update being treated
independently. The major disadvantages of this ap-
proach are that only synchronous estimates can be in-
cluded in the hypothesis tree and, of more fundamental
theoretical importance, temporal behaviour of tracks
is completely ignored. The dynamic MPTF (DMPTF)
algorithm overcomes both limitations by using an ap-
proach in which target behaviour is modelled. This
enables hypothesis probability calculation and fusion
of estimates that are temporally separated. In the
DMPTF algorithm, the hypothesis tree constructed at
k = 0 is identical to the static algorithm. Rather than
creating a new tree at each update, however, hypothe-
sis probabilities and fused estimates of the initial tree
are updated as new data becomes available at updates
k > 0.

The following assumptions are made when develop-
ing the algorithm:

1. If track � j is due to target ti by propagation path
mj at update k = 0; then it remains so for all
future updates.

2. The number of tracks is constant for all updates
(this is only an initial assumption that is later
relaxed).

As a result, no new hypotheses are generated after the
initial creation of the tree at k = 0. For updates k > 0
only the hypothesis probabilities and their associated
fused estimates change.

In order to shorten notation the symbols 	j (k) and
Dk are de�ned such that 	j (k) ,  1 (k) ; ::;  j (k)

and Dk , 	J (0) ;	J (1) ; ::;	J (k). In the creation of
the hypothesis tree at k = 0; the initial probability
P
�
�m1::mJ

n1::nJ j	J (0)
	
of each path dependent hypothe-

sis �m1::mJ

n1::nJ is determined as described in the previous
section. Using Bayes rule, the probability update for
the hypothesis �m1::mj ::mJ

n1::nj::nJ using the jth track estimate
of update k,  j (k), is given by:

P
�
�m1::mJ

n1::nJ

��	j (k) ; Dk�1
	
=

�
mj

j (k)P
�
�m1::mJ

n1::nJ

��	j�1 (k) ; Dk�1
	

C
(8)

where

C ,
1X

�n1=1

::

Bn1::nJ�1X
�nJ=1

M1X
�m1=1

::

MJX
�mJ=1

�mJ =2SJ

�
�mj

j (k)

for j = 1:

�
mj

j (k) = �m1

1 (k) , p
�
ym1

1 (k) j�m1::mJ

n1::nJ ; Dk�1
�

�
�mj

j (k) = � �m1

1 (k) , p
�
y �m1

1 (k) j� �m1:: �mJ

�n1::�nJ ; Dk�1
�



and for 1 < j � J :

�
mj

j (k) , p
�
y
mj

j (k) j�m1::mJ

n1::nJ ;	j�1 (k) ; Dk�1
�

�
�mj

j (k) , p
�
y
�mj

j (k) j� �m1:: �mJ

�n1::�nJ ;	j�1 (k) ; Dk�1
�

Assuming Gaussian distributions:

�
mj

j (k) =
��2�Tmj

j (k)
��� 1

2 e[�
1

2
�
mj

j
(k)0T

mj

j
(k)�1�

mj

j
(k)]

(9)

where

�
mj

j (k) ,
�
y
mj

j (k)� �xhi (k)
�

T
mj

j (k) , �P h
i (k)� P

hmj

ij (k)� P
mjh
ji (k) + P

mj

j (k)

(10)

and �P h
i (k) = E

�
~xhi (k) ~x

h
i (k)

0
	
, P

mj

j (k) =

E
�
~y
mj

j (k) ~y
mj

j (k)0
	
, P

hmj

ij (k) = E
�
~xhi (k) ~y

mj

j (k)0
	
,

P
mjh
ji (k) = E

�
~y
mj

j (k) ~xhi (k)
0
	
, ~xhi (k) = xi (k) �

�xhi (k), ~y
mj

j (k) = xi (k) � y
mj

j (k) and �xhi (k) is the
most recent fused estimate/prediction for the target ti
that y

mj

j (k) is assumed to be associated with for the

hypothesis being considered. Note that �x0i (k) ; k > 0
are predictions based on fused data available up to time
k�1; whereas �xhi (k) ; h 6= 0; are fused estimates. The
predictions �x0i (k) are used when no fused estimates are
available for target ti at time k.

The predictions, �x0i (k), are determined by using in-
formation regarding the dynamics of the target that
y
mj

j (k) is associated with for the hypothesis being con-
sidered. It is assumed that target ti satis�es the fol-
lowing state equation:

xi (k) = F (k � 1)xi (k � 1) + v (k � 1) k = 1; 2; : : :

where F (k � 1) is the state transition matrix of each
of the targets for the time interval between update
k � 1 and update k and v (k � 1) is the sequence of
zero-mean white Gaussian process noise with covari-
ance E

�
v (k � 1) v (k � 1)

0
�
= Qk�1. Hence, given the

fused estimate �xHi (k � 1) for the hypothesis being con-
sidered, where H is the number of track estimates that
were combined at time k � 1:

�x0i (k) = F (k � 1) �xHi (k � 1)

�P 0
i (k) = F (k � 1) �PH

i (k � 1)F (k � 1)
0
+Qk�1

Consider the estimate �xh+1i (k) of xi (k) and its co-
variance �P h+1

i (k) obtained by the fusion of �xhi (k) ; h =
0; 1; ::; H � 1 with y

mj

j (k). This is again derived us-
ing the fundamental equations of linear estimation and
follows essentially the same reasoning as shown earlier
for k = 0.

The resulting fusion equations are then:

�xh+1i (k) = �xhi (k) + U1 (k)
�
T
mj

j (k)
��1

�
mj

j (k) (11)

�P h+1
i (k) = �P h

i (k)� U1 (k)
�
T
mj

j (k)
��1

U2 (k) (12)

where

U1 (k) , �P h
i (k)� P

hmj

ij (k)

U2 (k) , �P h
i (k)� P

mjh
ji (k)

The likelihood and fused estimate equations in
both the static and dynamic cases incorporate cross-
covariance terms so that, in theory, dependence be-
tween estimates  j(k) can be accommodated. The
main causes of dependence between tracks are:

1. common process noise [9],

2. tracks being updated using common measure-
ments [7], [11], [12], and

3. common propagation path segments [7].

In practice the cross-covariance terms are extremely
diÆcult to determine because of the complexity of the
DMPTF algorithm. Research is currently underway
to incorporate approximations of the terms. However,
current indications are that satisfactory, although sub-
optimal, performance of the algorithm can be achieved
without accurate knowledge of the cross-covariance
terms.

The number of tracks in the detection region of the
radar is likely to change over time. The DMPTF algo-
rithm described above can be extended in a straight-
forward manner in order to incorporate the two sep-
arate cases where the number of tracks increases and
the number of tracks decreases. When the number of
tracks increases from J(k) at update k to J(k + 1) at
update k + 1 (where J(k + 1) > J(k)), the approach
is to �rst update the hypothesis tree from update k to
update k + 1 and then extend the hypothesis tree by
adding the new track information. The update step is
performed exactly as for a constant number of tracks
using  j(k + 1); j = 1; ::; J(k) and equations 8, 9, 11
and 12. The extension step uses the new track esti-
mates  J(k)+j(k + 1) ; j = 1; ::; [J(k + 1)� J (k)] and
the tree is extended in the same way as for the original
creation of the hypothesis tree, using equations 2, 3, 5,
6 and 7.

When the number of tracks decreases by one from
update k to k + 1, some hypotheses in the tree must
be combined to reect the reduction in track informa-
tion. A simple algorithm for performing the hypothesis
grouping is as follows:

Starting with a set of path dependent hypotheses
�m1::mK ::mJ

n1::nK ::nJ (k) where track �K terminates, perform
the following steps:

1. Rename each of �m1::mK ::mJ

n1::nK::nJ (k) by removing sub-
script nK and superscript mK . Delete all target
estimates that only involve a contribution from
�K . Rename tracks �K+1; ::; �J to �K ; ::; �J�1.

2. For each of the newly named �m1::mJ�1

n1::nJ�1
(k)

(where subscript nK and superscript mK are
now removed, and tracks �K+1; ::; �J are renamed
�K ; ::; �J�1), rename the hypothesis using the
most compact notation that allows description



of tracks introducing new targets or tracks be-
ing associated with previously hypothesised tar-
gets. Reordering of subscript numbers must be
performed for some hypotheses so that the �rst
new target identi�er is 1, the second is 2, etc. Re-
name the target estimates associated with each
hypothesis as the corresponding hypothesis is re-
named.

3. Group all hypotheses that now have identical la-
bels (subscripts and superscripts) to form new
merged hypotheses. The probabilities of the new
hypotheses are set to the sum of the probabilities
of the hypotheses from which they are formed.

4. For each new merged hypothesis, form the equiv-
alent Gaussian from the (unnormalised) Gaussian
mixture that corresponds to the hypotheses from
which the merged hypothesis is formed.

If the number of tracks decreases by more than one,
the above grouping is repeated for each track that has
terminated. The hypothesis tree is then ready for the
prediction step from update k to k + 1 which is per-
formed as described previously.

The equations for the replacement of the unnor-
malised Gaussian mixture associated with a group
of hypotheses by a single Gaussian probability den-
sity function are given by the following. Consider N
estimates, �xj , with covariances �Pj and probabilities
pj , j = 1; ::; N , where the hypotheses that the esti-
mates are associated with are mutually exclusive but
not exhaustive, that is p =

PN
j=1 pj 6= 1. The mean

that is used for approximating the Gaussian distribu-
tion is:

�x =
1

p

NX
j=1

pj �xj (13)

and its associated covariance is:

P =
1

p

0
@

NX
j=1

pj �Pj + ~P

1
A (14)

where

~P ,
NX
j=1

(�xj � �x) (�xj � �x)0 pj

Note that the factor 1=p which appears in front of the
sum for both the estimate and covariance fusion nor-
malises the hypothesis probabilities with respect to the
probability of the merged hypotheses.

Microwave radar tracks (or GPS tracks) can be eas-
ily incorporated into the fusion algorithm by treating
estimates from the microwave radar almost identically
to the OTHR tracks. The microwave radar tracks ar-
rive asynchronously with respect to the OTHR tracks,
but asynchronicity is simply accommodated through
the use of the model based predictions that are pro-
duced by the DMPTF target model. For example, if
four OTHR tracks result in the creation of the hypoth-
esis tree at update k = 0 and two microwave radar

tracks are introduced at time k = 1 then the tree at
k = 0 is simply extrapolated to k = 1 and then ex-
tended to six tracks using the microwave radar data.
A property of the microwave radar tracks that should
be noted is that the tracks generally only have a single
propagation path associated with them, hence any two
tracks from the same microwave radar cannot be from
the same target.

4 Performance Testing

The DMPTF algorithm has been implemented in C++
and integrated into a development test-bed in order to
determine its performance and assess further develop-
ment requirements. While testing and development is
ongoing, some early results are available and some con-
clusions can be drawn.

For the initial testing of the DMPTF algorithm,
pruning [10] was set to retain the 100 highest prob-
ability hypotheses, and the cross-covariance terms of
equations 4 and 10 were set to zero. Stored examples
of real data from the Jindalee OTHR at Alice Springs,
Australia were used as inputs to the algorithm and
performance ascertained. Two types of ionospheric co-
ordinate registration (CR) data were used for the path
transformations. Actual CR data based on ionospheric
sounder measurements was used, as well as data based
on a simpli�ed two-layer ionospheric model. The rea-
son for using the simpli�ed model in some of the testing
was to enable control over more parameters.

During the early testing it became evident that per-
formance could be improved by making some minor
modi�cations to the DMPTF algorithm. It should be
noted that the changes to the algorithm were essen-
tially of an empirical nature, giving improved perfor-
mance for the application in question, but not adding
to the theory. The �rst modi�cation was made because
in some cases, if a hypothesis which was originally of
highest probability became inappropriate several up-
dates later, the algorithm would sometimes not read-
just suÆciently quickly. The cause of this was that the
probabilities of non-favoured hypotheses would become
extremely small after several updates, thus making it
diÆcult for them to quickly become the highest prob-
ability hypothesis when conditions changed. The rem-
edy for this was to set a minimum value of the probabil-
ity for each hypothesis. At every update the hypothesis
probabilities would be calculated using the equations
outlined in the earlier sections, then for all hypotheses
(among the top 100) that had a probability below the
set threshold, their probabilities would be set to the
value of the threshold, after which the probabilities of
all the hypotheses would be re-normalized. The e�ect
of this change was to make the algorithm adapt more
quickly to changing input data. Some \tuning" of this
modi�cation is required to obtain best performance.

The second modi�cation made was to change the
way that hypothesis probability updating was per-
formed for hypotheses containing targets with a single
contributing track (single-track-per-target hypothe-
ses). This modi�cation was required for reasons that



were essentially an outcome of limitations in the qual-
ity of the ionospheric and track data, as well as lim-
itations in the modeling of the system. The major
e�ect that caused problems was that for the single-
track-per-target hypotheses, where the only di�erence
is the propagation path assignment, after several up-
dates one hypothesis would become much more prob-
able than all of the others. If the data and models
were a perfect representation of reality, this would not
be a problem, however, because this is not the case,
essentially selecting one of the contending hypotheses
has often not been appropriate. The adjustment made
was to use a modi�ed likelihood update equation in
place of equation 9. The replacement equation at this
stage is equation 3 and is essentially an ad hoc modi�-
cation. In practice this change makes the single-track-
per-target hypotheses \fall-back" hypotheses, whose
relative probability with respect to one another does
not change with time (but may change with respect to
other hypotheses), and whose probability will only be-
come close to 1 if all other hypotheses are a poor match
to the data. A more appropriate modi�cation to equa-
tion 9 may be found with further study, although the
present modi�cation appears adequate from a perfor-
mance point of view.

Various approximations of the cross-covariance
terms of equations 4 and 10 have been attempted, with
the aim of taking some account of dependence of track
estimates. Several approximations similar to that de-
scribed in reference [9], p455, and an implementation of
the covariance intersection technique [13] were trialled.
To date the attempts at cross-covariance approxima-
tion have been unsuccessful, giving performance that
is worse than with the cross-covariances set to zero.
Further experimental as well as theoretical work on
this issue is envisaged.

As an indication of algorithm performance, Figures
3 and 4 show a typical multipath track scenario and
the results of fusion using DMPTF over a total of 50
updates. Figure 3 shows track data received from the
OTHR in radar coordinates (slant range and azimuth).
Figure 4 shows the fused output of DMPTF in ground
coordinates (range and azimuth) using the simpli�ed
two-layer ionospheric model, resulting in four possi-
ble propagation paths for each track. The underlying
truth of this example is represented by Figure 5, which
shows track data received from a microwave radar for
two targets travelling from the bottom right to the top
left of the �gure.

The input data to the DMPTF algorithm consists
of seven tracks in total with the �rst three tracks due
to target 1 in Figure 5 and the last four due to tar-
get 2. Figure 4 displays the fused target estimates
of the highest probability path-dependent hypothesis
at each update, hence the �gure does not show the
same hypothesis for all updates. The �rst feature that
should be apparent about the result is that there are
four distinct tracks shown in the �gure, which describe
the two targets that actually exist. The example illus-
trates that with typical real data the algorithm does
not always deliver a perfect result, but the results that
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DMPTF does give are consistent with the sometimes
limited and ambiguous data that is available.

Target 1 in Figure 4 is the result of fusing tracks
1, 2 and 3 from Figure 3. This target is consistent
with the underlying truth for the example, despite the
switching of hypotheses which causes splitting of the
estimates of target 2. Target 2 starts at the same time
as target 1 in the bottom right-hand corner of the �g-
ure. Two tracks (tracks 4 and 5) are fused together
at the outset. At the points labelled A and B a third
track starts, track 7, which is originally assigned to be
a third target, but should be associated with tracks
4 and 5. This incorrect assignment is due to the fact
that the path assignments for target 2 are originally in-
correct, although completely plausible given the input
data available. Due to the incorrect path assignment,
the third track cannot initially be associated with tar-
get 2 in the highest probability hypothesis, so it as as-
signed to a third target. However, within two updates,
the hypothesis which fuses tracks 4, 5 and 6 becomes
the highest probability hypothesis, bringing the sepa-
rate targets at A and B to C. The path assignments
for targets 1 and 2 are then correct. When track 6
is initiated at a later time, it is seamlessly fused into
target 2, and when track 3 terminates, leaving target
1 with two tracks contributing to it and target 2 with
four tracks contributing to it, the target estimates con-
tinue smoothly.

The example gives an indication of the diÆculties
associated with the environment in which the DMPTF
algorithm must operate. The ambiguity between path
assignments can sometimes result in an incorrect, but
plausible, set of paths being assigned to a track. The
e�ect of implementing the lower limit of probability for
each hypothesis is also evident in this example, in that
an originally incorrect assignment is rapidly resolved
when more information, in the form of a third track,
becomes available. Where the assignments are correct,
the example shows that the DMPTF algorithm pro-
duces smooth, fused estimates of the targets in their
correct spatial positions, despite losing and gaining
track information as the example evolves over time.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

An algorithm for the association and fusion of mul-
tipath tracks in over-the-horizon radar is presented
in this paper. The algorithm represents a substan-
tial extension to earlier work, in that it takes into
account temporal relationships as well as the instan-
taneous spatial relationships treated previously. An
important outcome of the approach is its applicability
to association and fusion of asynchronous track data,
thus making combined multisensor-multipath track fu-
sion possible. Coding and integration of the algorithm
into a test-bed has been achieved and preliminary test-
ing with real data performed with encouraging results.
Further development, particularly with regard to mul-
tisensor application is ongoing, and issues regarding
dependence of track estimates are being investigated.
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